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Welcome to this quarterly update from the Friends of Flora, and other conservation spheres.

Predator Free New Zealand Trust – Promotional videos
The Friends of Flora were recently asked to contribute to PFNZ’s community group promotional videos, same
covering FOF’s extensive biodiversity enhancement work in the Flora catchment, together with an explanation of the
mechanics and consequences of the recent mega beech mast.
Sandy Toy and Paul Ewers generously provided their time and field knowledge for the preparation of both videos,
filmed by Nick Tansley and enhanced with Ruedi Mosimann’s engaging images.
The video click links are here, both providing informative viewing –
The Friends of Flora story - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TA-dAmYcbKg&t=7s
Mega Beech mast events - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6zZ1edbzn8&t=19s

New double trap deployment –
The new double traps are presently being rolled out to replace the older singles, providing considerably better
predator control potential in the field, as well as enabling faster and safer checks.
Funded under DOC’s 2018-19 Battle for our Birds Program, and assembled by the Waimea MenzShed, the 700-odd
traps are being laid out by DOC contractors MBC along the Flora, and newer Grecian, lines.
FOF is topping up the funding necessary to maximise this significant upgrade.
The trap mountain stored in the DOC yard was pretty impressive, and many thanks to Mitre10 Motueka for the spray
paint donation, artisans Mike, Hamish and Greg for their FOF logo graffiti skills, and to Ivan Rogers and those other
key DOC staff who have provided logistics and other assistance to see this operation through to fruition.

Traps awaiting lift off at Flora Hut
The Great Wall of Traps
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2019 The Mega Mast Year – Mike Malone
This year has seen the biggest beech tree mast for more than 40 years, which is of a major concern for those of us
undertaking widespread predator control work. The heavy seeding levels also included many other native trees, and
has been noticeably widespread across the country - even the tussocks exploding with seed. All of this provides
plenty of food for our native bird species but unfortunately also fuels rodent and stoat plagues as shown in our 50%
plus May FTT tracking results, and the evident high trap catch data. Such extremely high rodent levels provide
abundant food for mustelids, which may reproduce at a much higher rate.
Our trapping network in the Flora can in normal years keep some control over rat and stoat populations, and offer
reasonable protection for our native birds, however in a mast year - particularly this one - is completely
overwhelmed by sheer numbers. Love it, or hate it, the only tool available to suppress such extensive predator
explosions at these times is aerial 1080 baiting. Thankfully this has now been undertaken for our Flora area in the
past week, so we should expect rodent and stoat numbers to return to considerably lower levels.
That being said, it is very important that we maintain our regular trapping checks post-1080, and with fresh baits, as
this will firstly determine how successful the aerial 1080 drop has been, but also ensures that remaining stoats or
rats are susceptible to a prompt capture. We can also expect a gradual re-infestation from perimeter areas not
included in the 1080 drop, reinforcing the priority for such boundary lines to be checked monthly.
Let’s hope the weather is kind to the contractors, and all the new traps are in situ by the onset of spring.

Mustelids –
These images show the three mustelids likely to be caught within or on the perimeter of our trap territory,
in increasing size - weasels, stoats and ferrets.
Weasels are smaller, have an all tan brown upper coat and tail.
Stoats, our most likely catch in the beech forest, are larger, have a mid-brown upper coat, and a most
distinctive black tail tip. Ermine stoats may be found in winter snow - still having that black tail tip.
Ferrets are larger still, and are more likely to be caught in more open grassland environs. Adults are
unlikely to be caught in DOC200 traps given their size, the larger DOC250 traps being required for these.
Their fur is distinctly creamy with black tipped hair. Could be confused with a cat.

Ferret

From the top – weasel, the ermine winter stoat (an APNP catch) and lastly, the commonly caught stoat.
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Alpine lizards – everything you need to know, and more.
Last summer’s Alpine project, reviewed by Lesley Hadley in our April 2019 Newsletter and reported on at the May
FOF AGM, undertook FTT (footprint tracking tunnel) work for the giant alpine weta, gecko and skink, the resulting
footprint data still being analysed in preparation for this coming summer’s tasks.
This work is particularly ideal for newer volunteers and families - enjoying the scenic and flora delights of the upper
Mt Arthur range and providing an alternative to our predator control work – so make sure those interested in this
project keep an eye out for the Alpine FTT webmailer invitations at year’s end.

Alpine zone – stoat diet study
The PFNZ May 2019 Newsletter outlined Jamie McAulay’s Otago
University research project which examined the diet of 55 stoats caught in
the alpine zone of three National Parks of the South Island. Mice, ship rats
and hares made up the largest portion of diet at all sites using long term
diet estimates from bone collagen, however shorter-term estimates using
claw tissue showed increased reliance on invertebrates during the
summer period, supporting the hypothesis that stoats consume greater
proportions of prey such as ground weta when these were seasonably
more available. The proportion of birds in the diet at Fiordland and Mt
Aspiring National Parks was amongst the lowest recorded anywhere in New Zealand but was greater at Nelson Lakes
National Park, where they formed nearly a quarter of the metabolic requirements of stoats. This follows a trend seen
at Nelson Lakes NP where lesser consumption of mammals has resulted in greater predation of birds, invertebrates
and skinks.
Image - Lizard feet, intact from a stoat stomach

“Reptiles and Amphibians of New Zealand – A Field Guide” Dylan Van Winkel, Marleen Baling and Rod
Hitchough. 348 pages. Auckland University Press $49.99
Definitely a big notch up on previous field guides, this new guide provides a twopage description of each of New Zealand’s 123 reptile and amphibian species. The
approach of the photographer, Dylan van Winkel is unique.
Most species have been photographed in the field in a portable studio so the
animals are on a shadowless white background and photographed in high fidelity
from several perspectives to aid identification.
Lizards that are subject to Friends of Flora’s attention feature prominently – the
black-eyed gecko Dylan photographed on Mt Arthur in May 2017 forms the
frontispiece. Others from that day include our Woodworthia “Mt Arthur” and
Oligosoma infrapunctatum “Mt Arthur” with its distinctive bright yellow belly.
Friends of Flora gets an acknowledgment as Lesley Hadley and Ivan Rogers helped
catch the animals to be photographed. There is even a photograph of alpine lizard habitat taken that day from P
Line. All New Zealand reptile guides become instantly obsolete as undescribed species are described, new species
discovered and new populations of known species found. Let’s look forward to the next edition!
Reviewer – Ivan Rogers

In with the new, and out with the old – by Ivan Rogers
While the current emphasis for FOF is putting new
things in – as in our stoat trap replacement program –
there is also a need from time to time to take old
things out. So on mid-winter’s day FOF’s Mike Malone
along with DOC’s Jeff Campbell and Ivan Rogers spent
a few hours removing Sentinel possum traps from A
Line – the Mt Arthur track. The traps were no longer
serving their purpose of catching possums and were
potentially a risk to wildlife such as weka and kea. The
use of a tracked power carrier sped the process up.
There were a few bonuses – a couple of old stoat traps
were recovered that had previously been missed and a
brand-new double set trap was discovered hidden
behind a log. Worth $150, it will be a useful spare.
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Mike and Jeff trundling out the old. Photo - Ivan Rogers

Primarily due to aerial 1080 operations, possum kills have been declining from three caught in 2015, two in 2016,
just one in 2017, and none since. The absence of possums benefits all birds and has also resulted in scarlet mistletoe
Peraxilla terapetala becoming much more visible in the Flora and along the Cobb ridge track in recent years.

The Grecian Biv – a progress report
Work has commenced on the planned Grecian Biv, with the vegetation cleared and Geo Logic Ltd., of Nelson having
undertaken a site assessment. The present intention is to have the refurbished three person Biv - together with
toilet and water tank - completed on site during October this year.
FOF’s increasing predator control and species’ survey work in that catchment will be significantly aided by this
facility, enabling multi-day work in some comfort.
Photos – Paul Denton, Geo Logic

Clockwise –
The Biv site, looking west.
Site ground assessment work underway
Greeted by the locals…..a whio family
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Health crisis hits our Kākāpō – an update from Nicola Toki
Not long ago we were celebrating the best breeding season on record
for kākāpō with 86 chicks hatched. Kākāpō only breed when rimu trees
put out masses of fruit which happens about every two to four years,
so every breeding season is incredibly important for this Nationally
Critical bird.
Disaster struck the kākāpō population in late April as the airborne
fungal infection aspergillosis took hold on predator-free island
Whenua Hou, with devastating impact on the population. Aspergillosis
is an infection caused by a type of fungus, and can affect people as
well as birds and other animals. Aspergillus spores are abundant in the environment and are typically inhaled, but
usually only cause disease if individuals have reduced immunity or if there are more spores in the environment.
Detecting and treating birds with this potentially fatal disease is extremely difficult. Birds are flown by helicopter to
mainland New Zealand for CT scans, and if affected face several months or more of intensive treatment. Since the
outbreak, 36 birds have been sent to veterinary hospitals around the country for diagnosis and treatment.
Seven kākāpō (five chicks, two adults) have died of aspergillosis since 18 April 2019. The latest death was on 11 June.
We think the cause of this outbreak is significant spore loading in nests on Whenua Hou this season, coupled with
possible nest stress. Other causes of low immunity are currently being investigated. Kākāpō fans, not only in New
Zealand but around the world, have rallied around the kākāpō’s current health crisis by donating more than NZ
$100,000 to an ‘aspergillosis fund’. Core Department of Conservation funding continues to be directed to the
response.
Fifteen birds considered at risk from the fungal disease have now been given the all-clear and released back to
Whenua Hou. Dr Andrew Digby, a science advisor for the Kākāpō Recovery Team, tentatively says we may be past
the worst of it. 21 kākāpō remain in care on the mainland, 13 of which have confirmed Aspergillosis, and the
remainder of which are awaiting further diagnostics or have other health complications. These birds will be returned
to Whenua Hou once they are cleared of the infection, however even with treatment not all are expected to survive.
The total population of kākāpō is currently 142 adults and 72 living chicks.
Nicola Toki, photographed above with Sirocco, is DOC’s Threatened Species Ambassador.

From the Chair –
Whilst we’re now just past the shortest day, don’t forget those safety concerns around the icy patches on the roads,
tracks - and the shorter daylight hours - for your days in the Flora.
At the AGM an invitation was extended to our volunteers to nominate further potential project work for FOF.
Feel free to make your suggestions to the committee, at - fof@fof.org.nz.
Many thanks to Predator Free NZ for the use of their news items. If you are not already subscribed to their
informative Newsletters then immediately head to www.predatorfreenz.org to sign up!
Welcome to our new volunteers – Megan R, Rueben A, David R, Bayard R, and welcome back RIchard J.
A special thank you to Nicola and Jason for contributing their updates on the unique kakapo and takahe, the latter
appearing to settle in well across the other side of our National Park - and hopefully destined for our tablelands as
and when circumstances permit. The challenges facing the kakapo are considerable, a reflection of the hurdles
having to be overcome todate, and we wish their Recovery Team well in their particular efforts.

Takahē at Gouland Downs – An update from Jason van de Wetering
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The long-term goal for the Takahē Recovery Programme is that takahē exist in growing numbers in large areas of their
former natural range, as a functioning element of natural ecosystems, and are treasured as a national icon.
In early 2018 30 takahē were released onto Gouland Downs, on the Heaphy Track to establish a wild takahē population
in Kahurangi National Park. The only other wild population is in the Murchison Mountains, so this was a big step
towards realising the long-term goal.
More than one year on since release, and the takahē are finding Gouland Downs to their liking, they are maintaining
good weights, and in the first year we had successful breeding.

Survival
Adult survival has been very good, with only one death so far, cause of this death was unknown, but it was not
predation.

Dispersal
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Post-release dispersal has been a bit of a mixed bag, with some takahē wandering far and wide, while others have
pretty much stayed put the whole time. What has been encouraging is that often birds which have gone for a
wander return to the Downs, which means the takahē are finding the habitat at Gouland Downs preferable. One bird
went all the way down to James Mackay hut (14km down the track), where she lived for several months before
returning to Gouland Downs. Currently, of the 30 takahē; there are 5 living “off the Downs”, in the surrounding tops,
but still within 5km of the Heaphy Track. 16 takahē were wearing GPS dataloggers when they were released, so far,
we have recovered 9 of these, the results mirror what we have seen on foot, with some birds wandering quite a long
way, but eventually returning to Gouland Downs. Most of the birds have congregated between Weka Creek and
Shiner Brook, just North of the track, this seems to be a favourite spot, possibly due to better nutrient availability in
the tussocks near the waterways.
The takahē on Gouland Downs are wearing bands so we can tell them apart; three colours and a metal ID band. They
also wear VHF transmitters so we can track them, you might see the aerial sticking out from their back.
There are two pairs who are regularly seen hanging out near huts.



Erewhon and Scoop can often be seen at Gouland Downs Hut
Temple and Tametame are sometimes seen at Saxon Hut, or on the track to the west

NAME
Erewhon
Scoop
Temple
Tametame

BANDS LEFT LEG
Green/Orange
Green/Metal ID
Black/Blue
Red/Blue

BANDS RIGHT LEG
Yellow/Metal ID
Orange/Green
White/Metal ID
White/Metal ID

SEX
Female
Male
Female
Male

AGE (YEARS)
3
3
3
9

Breeding
Takahē are mostly monogamous, but it is not uncommon to have trios. A pair will normally lay 1-2 eggs, they will
often hatch both eggs, but only one chick will survive in the wild. Normally the young from last year will stay with the
parents for the first year, and help with the next season’s nesting, sharing the incubation and helping raise the chick.
This gives them invaluable parenting skills for the future.
During Spring 2018, leading into the first breeding season on Gouland Downs, a lot of the takahē were still not
settled into stable pairings, there was a lot of partner swapping and territory moving going on. As a result, there
were only 3 breeding attempts, two from stable pairs, and the last was a trio (one male and two females) along with
a sub-adult helper. The trio and one of the pairs both raised a chick, one of which we have caught and banded. The
last pair lost their chick when it was only a few days old.
Now that the pairs have had more time to settle and sort out their love-lives, we hope to see more breeding
attempts this coming season.
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Takahē and 1080
Kahurangi National Park is due to receive comprehensive 1080 protection this year through Battle for Our Birds; this
includes the Heaphy Track and Gouland Downs. Takahē have never been exposed to 1080 in a wild drop situation. As
a precaution, there will be a drop exclusion zone around the core takahē area, and attempts will be made to catch
up the outlier birds and hold them in temporary pens.
It is expected that the Takahē Recovery Team (TRT) will not be able to catch all the outlier birds, due to location
(near thick scrub) or individual wariness (running as soon as they hear humans); there may be some takahē exposed
to 1080 this year. This will be unfortunate, but any birds that are exposed will be closely monitored, and the
learnings gained from this will be invaluable to the future of the Takahē Program.
The aim is to have at least 80% of the Gouland sub population protected from exposure to 1080. To give this 80%
figure context; in the Murchison Mountains (no 1080, only trapping), annual adult mortality rates average 20%
during stoat plague years (following a mast year). For the 2017 calendar year; the mortality rate for adult takahe in
the Murchison Mountains was 18.5%, modelled at 24 birds out of ~128.
Gouland Downs is home to many endangered native species, including Powelliphanta snails, kiwi, whio and skinks;
having a 1080 exclusion zone for takahē comes at a cost to these other species. The TRT wish to limit this impact as
much as possible, which is why the exclusion zone will only be around the core area of takahē rather than the whole
Downs. For the same reason, these 1080 mitigations will only be a once off for this year, and not a permanent
solution. Answering the questions surrounding takahē and 1080 is critical to the future of takahē in Kahurangi
National Park.
Jason is the Department of Conservation’s Takahe Ranger – Recovery Sites.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I hope you’ve enjoyed this bumper winter edition, and found the contents of interest.
There’s considerable dedicated biodiversity and species enhancement work going on out there, and it’s great that
our contributors have been happy to share their work stories with us.
Gerald
Editor

